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People aren’ Did you change your daily life as a result of one piece of tips?ve heard everything.
Regardless of the advice - romantic, parental, financial, dietary, occupational - you’  different
ways.s the best advice you ever heard? The contributors to the book have got answered that of
personal tips, traditional adages, and smart observations But what’ This collection question
101 covers such diverse topics as life, like, success, forgiveness, friendship, personality, health,
and more. Has your whole outlook ever been changed by a few choice terms?t shy approximately
giving advice. In Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Best Advice I HAVE YOU EVER HEARD, 101
people share the words that transformed everything for them, and how their lives improved
because of this.with tips on such diverse topics as love, fitness, forgiveness, friendship,
character, self-discipline, and wellness.relatable for readers of most ages from most walks of life—
This combination Christmas and New Calendar year New You book supplies the gift of advice—
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Good Advice All Around As a contributor to Poultry Soup for the Soul: THE VERY BEST Advice I
Ever Heard and a pre-launch reader, I came across good advice related to just about any walk of
life. The 101 stories about information are all interesting and several are intriguing. Some could
make you laugh, but some could make you cry. My story, “The Way I VIEW IT,” is about my
neighbor who, despite becoming paralyzed from a fall, continues to live a complete and inspiring
life, thanks to brilliant assistance from his dad. My “Good, Very Good, Best” advice I have you ever
heard tells about a life changing issue from a pal. The advice depicted found the writers from
close friends, relatives, and other sources. Life-changing words of wisdom As a contributor to
Chicken Soup for the Soul: THE VERY BEST Advice I HAVE YOU EVER HEARD contains one story
following the next that share words of wisdom that forever changed the course of a person’s life.
The assortment of an eclectic group of writers brings the getting suggestions experience of first-
time authors and established authors aswell.
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